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Abstract
This paper addresses an issue of solving customers’ prob-
lems when applying evolutionary computation. Rather than
the seemingly more impressive approach of wow-it-all-
evolved-from-nothing, tinkering with exisiting models can be
a more pragmatic approach in doing so. Using interactive
evolution, we experimentally validate this point on setting
parameters of a human walk model for computer animation
while previous applications are mostly about evolving mo-
tion controllers of far simpler creatures from scratch.
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1 Introduction
Artificial Life aims at understanding life-like phenomena by at-
tempting to synthesize them from scratch. This synthesis part has
also attracted interests from many application fields and some of
Artificial Life techniques are employed to them: for example, evo-
lutionary computation for computer animation. Genetic algorithms
are used to synthesize stimulus-responsive motion controllers for
2D and 3D articulated figures [1][13]. The morphologies of virtual
creatures in simulated 3D physical worlds and the neural systems
for controlling their muscle forces are both evolved using genetic
programming based on graph genotype [16]. Standard genetic pro-
gramming is also applied for motion controllers for a fixed mor-
phology [8][9][10]. Both a genetic algorithm and interactive evo-
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lution are used for generating motion controllers in a time-series
representation [19][20].
However, to our knowledge, these attempts are, in practice, not
much followed up in computer animation. Being inspired from Ar-
tificial Life, these works are done in the tradition of it-all-evolved-
from-scratch or it-started-without-prior-knowledge while, given
mapping functions between motion-control parameters and trajec-
tory values, parameter tweaking is more frequently concerned in
the practice of animation [11]. In this paper, we argue that tinkering
with existing models may be a more pragmatic approach than start-
ing from scratch in some applications of evolutionary techniques
and we validate this point on setting parameters of a walk model in
generating various walk styles for a virtual humanoid. Section 2 ex-
plains interactive evolution, a variation of genetic algorithms which
is employed for the tinkering. In Section 3, we give a brief descrip-
tion of the human walk model and the representation of genotypes
and mutation/mating operations with experiment results. Discus-
sion and Conclusion follow.
2 Interactive Evolution
Interactive evolution provides a powerful technique for enabling
human-computer collaboration. It is potentially applicable to a
wide variety of search problems, provided the candidate solutions
can be produced quickly by a computer and evaluated quickly and
easily by a human. Since humans are often very good and fast at
processing and assessing pictures, interactive evolution is particu-
larly well suited to search problems whose candidate solutions can
be visually represented [6][15][18]. While traditional genetic algo-
rithms use an explicit analytic expression for a fitness function to
be evaluated by the computer, with interactive evolution the user
performs this step based on visual perception.
The beauty of interactive evolution is that the user does not have
to state or even understand an explicit fitness criterion: the need is
only to be able to apply it. This also frees him from tedious user
specifications, design efforts, or knowledge of algorithmic details.
This feature of interactive evolution is, for example, used very ef-
fectively in creating beautiful and abstract color images [15]. An
initial population of images generated randomly by the computer is
displayed on the screen. From the displayed set the user selects one
image for mutation or two images for mating. The mating and/or
mutation operations are applied to the selected images to produce a
new set of progeny images, that supply the input for the next round
of user selection. This process is repeated multiple times, to evolve
an image of interest to the user. Evolved images may be saved and
later recalled for mating with other evolved images. There are many
other notable applications of interactive evolution since the inspir-
ing work of Richard Dawkins [6] (see [3][17] for extensive reviews
of it.)
3 Tinkering with a Walk Model
rather than Evolving it from
Scratch
Motion control of articulated figures such as humans has been a
challenging task in computer animation [2]. Once an acceptable
motion segment has been created, either from key-framing, motion
capture or physical simulations, reuse of it is important. Much of
the recent research in it has been directed towards modifying ex-
isting example motions to create a new motion [5][14][21]. In our
experiment, we use a human walk model based on biomechanical
data [4]. By scaling or offsetting reference motion, this walk model
allows various walk styles to be generated: new motion =  refer-
ence motion  . This would be practically useful for applications
such as animating crowds [12]. There being scaling and offset pa-
rameters for dozens of joint angle trajectories, manual tweaking of
these parameters is a very painful process. We employ interactive
evolution for computer-assisted parameter setting in generating var-
ious walk styles.
3.1 Genotype
A walk style can be described by a set of the scaling and offset
parameters, 	 and 
 . In our experiment, the genotype is rep-
resented as a vector of the parameters 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3.2 Mutation
Given a genotype #"$&%&' (*) representing a walk style, its mutated
versions +, .-0/ are generated by
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for :;=<*			&>&! , where 8  is a displacement or perturbation fac-
tor. The choice of one or the other depends on a mutation rate
indicating the probability that a given parameter will mutate during
reproduction.
3.3 Mating
Mating takes two parent walk styles as inputs and uses them to
produce a child walk style. The basic approach in mating is to
choose a subset of the parameters from each parent and combine
them to form the child. Given two genotypes of parents  "$&%&' (5) 
and #"$&%&' (*)  , their offsprings  +2, 3-0/ are generated by
 +,
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for :?<@		>A! , where the choice of one or the other depends
on a probability that a given parameter will derive from the first of
the parents.
3.4 Experiments
Our experiments use, as a front end, an in-house animation software
based on OpenGL. Figure 1 shows snapshots of the screen which
illustrate what it looks like when evolving the walk styles. Anima-
tion of five different walk styles are shown at a time. Among them,
the user selects one to mutate or two to mate; then a new generation
of walk styles is generated, based on the selection, and this process
is repeated. Figure 2 shows a selection of the evolved walk styles:
time flows from top to bottom. It took a few minutes for each of
them to evolve.
4 Discussion and Conclusion
Interactive evolution is used to generate various walk styles out of
a walk engine. This kind of computer-assisted parameter tweak-
ing can be applied to rendering and modelling process other than
animation in computer graphics. Though important, building new
renderers, modellers or motion-controllers hardly concerns many
of computer graphics users in that their day-to-day work is mostly
about finding input parameters that yield a desirable output under
given renderers, modellers or motion-controllers. Manual param-
eter tweaking is, however, very tedious due to the multi-linearity,
nonlinearity and discontinuity of the mappings between the input
parameters and output values [11]. Hence, tinkering with exist-
ing models such as computer-assisted parameter setting of a given,
say, motion-controller can be a more down-to-earth application of
evolutionary computation focusing on the customers’ problem than
those typical attempts of wow-it-evolved-from-nothing for a motion
controller itself.
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